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Simple crypto exchange for everyone




The XCOEX mission is to make the crypto world accessible and simple for everyone





Get started
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Why XCOEX?




Worries are a thing of the past - here’s your solution to every one of them:
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Simple



You don’t need any special skills to use XCOEX; We will guide you through the whole process!
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All-in-one



Buy, sell, exchange, hodl assets using free inbuilt wallets and deposit or withdraw money using bank
cards.
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Secure



Fast verification procedures, cold storages, and two-factor authentication via Google or SMS.
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Try your pocket exchange

Join the crypto world just in one click
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Get a Free XCOEX Account















Get started









Already have an account? Log In
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XCHG Digital OÜ. Lõõtsa tn 4, Tallinn, Harju maakond, 11415, Estonia

License number FVT000226

Providing services to exchange virtual currencies for fiat currencies

Providing a virtual currency wallet service

Providing services to exchange virtual currencies for other virtual currencies
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© 2021 XCOEX


XCOEX™ technology is operated by different legal entities in various jurisdictions. As such, the products, procedures and services offered by the respective entities may vary by jurisdiction.

The XCOEX™ operating legal entities do not warrant, either expressly or implied, the accuracy, timeliness or appropriateness of the information contained on this website, as it may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

XCOEX™ disclaims any responsibility for content errors, omissions, infringing material or any responsibility associated with relying on the information provided on this website. For more country-specific products and services offered by XCOEX™, you may wish to visit the specific national XCOEX website, if and where available. The information contained on this website is for general guidance on matters of interest only. The application and impact of laws may vary widely based on the specific facts involved and your country of residence. Before making any decision or taking any action, you should consult an independent financial advisor.



























Privacy


XCOEX uses cookies for its website. You can continue browsing by accepting our cookie policy. Click here for more info.
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